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SCHEDULE YOUR NEXT APPOINTMENT 
AND GET CONTROL OF YOUR HEALTH CARE

SERVICING
CHILDREN

TEENS
ADULTS
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Don’t stand alone.



PATIENT ADVOCACY
  Organize a comprehensive medical history for future reference
  Refer and research medical referrals 
  Evaluate the use of medical imaging and other diagnostic resources
  Understand when a second opinion is required
  Advise questions to ask during an appointment

SURGICAL SOLUTIONS
  Clarify the values of different options
  Prepare the patient and family for the surgery process
  Organize post-operative care
  Educate on surgical supplies
  Evaluate step down facilities

COMMUNICATION
  Unify physicians and therapists into a team approach
  Organize medications and medical supplies 
  Establish an efficient emergency plan of action

INSURANCE NAVIGATION
  Insurance planning and identifying gaps in coverage
  SSDI SSI and supplemental insurance navigation
  Government aid and catastrophic coverage

FUNCTIONING LIFESTYLE
  Help families readjust to a new lifestyle
  Household and vehicle adaptations
  Connect with others dealing with the same ordeals

Dear Mr. Basker,
Growing up, medical issues were my middle name. 
Progress to conquer these issues seemed nowhere in 
sight.  My family and I seemed forever locked in my 
seemingly insurmountable medical abyss.  This crushed 
me and negatively affected my life’s attitude.   Then, I 
began to have contact with you.  Over the next few years, 
you always answered my calls and gave me a clear plan 
as to how achieve the next step in advancing my medical 
care.  Your outlook and suggestions were encouraging, 
optimistic, and informative.  You thoroughly guided and 
supported me.  Baruch Hashem, it has been many months 
since I needed your skilled “push” in the right medical 
direction, but I will always recall your creative approach.  
Your ideas and, sometimes, “out of the box” options led 
me to my medical success.  Today, after your guidance and 
support, I have become a self-sufficient, productive, and 
happy person.  I hope you have the opportunity to reach 
and help many more people as you helped me. 

Proactive Patients is a service 
providing support to families 
and patients during a medical 
predicament. We guide them to ask 
the right questions that help them 
navigate through the medical maze 
of doctors and treatment options.  
Our purpose is to make the patient 
feel like an individual requiring care, 
not a statistic for a research journal.

We understand that being thrown 
into a new diagnosis doesn’t make 
a patient prepared to deal with 
suggestions, referrals and diagnostic 
images.  We sift through the medical 
jargon and give you the best chance 
of being directed right the first time, 
saving you time, money, and energy.  

Our goal is to give patients 
confidence, control, and most 

of all health, during these 
tough times.

Dear Yosef,
During the past few years, your system, Proactive Patients, 
has been invaluable for me and my family. Our medical 
needs spanned different ages and stages.  Our medical 
needs were varied and unique. Each time, your service was 
on target and supportive.  As soon as we contacted you, 
you immediately sprang into action.  You capably guided 
our medical care:  set up our appointments, researched our 
options, and followed up with us after our appointments.  
You expertly directed us through the complex healthcare 
system and brought clarity to our medical decisions.  Up 
to and including our final appointments, you ensured that 
we were cared for properly and skillfully.  I would highly 
recommend that other people with complex medical 
needs call you for your expert assistance.

Dear Mr. Basker,
 
I would just like the Kehilla to know what type of asset you 
were to our health experience.  For years, we seemed to 
be going around in circles.  Then, our son’s PCP mentioned 
your name, thinking that you might be able to direct us 
regarding our son’s needs.  This was a complete game 
changer.   You gave us the confidence and enthusiasm 
to deal with our son’s medical problems properly and 
directly.  Your follow up and sincere concern gave us a path 
to success.  Bli Ayin Horah, these particular medical issues 
have been remediated.  Your service made the difference 
medical confusion and medical success.  Please continue 
to help Klal Yisroel!   

Patient Advocate Services

Don’t stand alone.


